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Tiger Woods...Greg Norman...Ben Hogan...What secret do these and nearly all golf legends share?

The answer is identical swing tempo.  This startling discovery was made by John Novosel as he

studied film footage of the PGA greats. He was searching for the key that made their swings so

effortless and powerful, and he found out that nearly every champion demonstrated the same tempo

in their swings, a common ratio between takeaway and downswing.  His breakthrough book, Tour

Tempo, published by Doubleday in 2004, was an instant classic, an international best-seller and has

been translated into Japanese and Spanish language editions. Its central argument -- that tempo,

the most important fundamental of the golf swing, can be learned quickly and easily without

expensive lessons or exhaustive practice -- is now accepted by swing coaches at every level of the

game. Tour Tempo's premises have been validated by an Independent Scientific Study performed

by the Departments of Physics and Biomechanics at Yale University. The Titleist Performance

Institute has also confirmed our research.  The book included instructional videos and the now

famous Tour Tempo Tones. These gave golfers what they have been searching for all these years-

immediate and dramatic improvement.  And now over 100,000 golfers worldwide, from beginners

through Major Championship winners on the PGA Tour, have immediately and dramatically

improved their games by using Tour Tempo.  But Tour Tempo, now in its 11th printing, covered only

the full-swing shots. Now Team Novosel and John Garrity are back with a sequel devoted to the

short game -- the putts, chips, greenside pitches and bunker shots that make up the majority of

strokes played in a round of golf.  Tour Tempo 2 includes a download link to the new Tour Tempo

short-game tones and the videos that explain exactly how to incorporate them into your golf game.

Simply by practicing to the short-game tones, the weekend golfer can master the correct rhythm in

minutes.Â Got the dreaded yips with your putter or chipping club? TT2 has the cure.  Can't hit those

short game shots from 40 to 60 yards? TT2 short-game tones give you the feel for the tournament

player's favorite stroke saver.  Terrified of greenside bunker shots? TT2 reveals the tempo secret

that makes sand play so easy for tour pros.Â  Tour Tempo 2 is more than a short-game tutorial. The

full swing is explored in several chapters that pick up where the first book left off, including a cutting

edge revelation - about how you can combine Physics and Tour Tempo to achieve a consistently

powerful golf swing that you might never have thought possible!
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I bought the tour tempo 2 as soon as I heard it was available..I play a lot of golf and practice my

short game regularly but when I get on the course it's like I've never picked up a club. Shank easy

chips, leave balls in the sand, thin shots over the green and fat shots that go inches ,putts either too

short or too long, all costing me strokes...btw I'm an 8.4 index and am frustrated being stuck there...i

had bot the original tour tempo book years ago and found it helped me a lot...bought the iPhone

app, and the long game music tunes that I use to practice with...The tour tempo 2 is a heaven sent

wish....I now have the short game tempo tunes on my iPhone app and the instructional videos that

come with the book in my iPad and iPhone . John does another GREAT job explaining why this

works and why tempo is everything....my first practice session with the short game tempo tunes

showed me how off I was with my short game tempo...way quick under pressure or too slow in the

sand..I used the tunes to practice my chipping, sand and putting...worked great in practice...I felt like

I knew what I was doing..BUT them again I am a great practicer..the key is on the course...the day

after my first use of the tunes I played a club team match for the finals of our city club league...I was

put up against a 4 hdc who made very few mistakes...I whooped him because my short game was

on..I was using the tunes (in my head) and played as well as I played in a year...as John says in his

book, besides helping set your tempo the tunes remove the mechanical thoughts during a swing....

that is what was killing my short game...For the price it is a great deal...book, short game tempo

tunes, instructional video (how best to use the tunes) and video called "the force" -a warm up video

that really helps set your tempo before a round....sorry if this is long winded but I am excited about

my new found short game tempo thanks to TourTempo 2...

I liked Tour Tempo 1 and really felt like it had a lot of merit. This book seemed like someone wanted



to milk some more money out of us. It really did not connect with me. The short game is a different

animal than the full swing and the author points out what the pro's do that we do not, but I did not

feel like advice was given on how to adjust to the new speed that the book wants the

backswing/forward swing to operate.

Love the concept and the techniques and have applied them and gained consistency and lower

scores. However so much of this book reads more like a sales pitch than actual meat of the

technique. Also, even when you buy it you still have to purchase the app to really get any concrete

benefit. If you held my toes to the fire, I'd have to recommend buying the app and leaving this book

on the shelf.

I'm very skeptical of the value of the advice given for the SHORT GAME and I contend it's pretty

wrong !I'm a very good short game player ,in putting ,chipping short pitches,thanks to which I still

play to a handicap of 7 at over 80 years of age ,as my "long shots "have lost distance .Never ,never

do I have a 2/1 tempo :for putting for example ,I play to the instruction of Golf Putting Guru ,GEOFF

MANGUM :my putter is a pendulum ,powered by the sole action of gravity,like Old Grandma's Clock

:one to go back ,two to come through ,so the ratio is 1/1.Same for short pitching and chipping .For

the long game ,you acheive the 3/1 ratio merely by following the "Fundamentals " of the golf swing :I

say LOW and SLOW going back ,then I'm on automatic pilot ,the only thing i'm aware of is pushing

very hard forwards with the right instep

I was excited when I read that the Novosel's were following up their Tour Tempo with Tour Tempo

2. I had such great results with the first book. Well, after reading Tour Tempo 2, I finally realized that

the short game of chipping, putting, and sand play had a totally different tempo than the full swing.I

put the tempo to the test yesterday. I hit two of the best bunker shots of my life! I made no changes

to my swing, just simply followed the 1 to 1 ratio of speed outlined in the book. The ball "popped" out

of the bunker and checked up nicely about 6 feet from the pin - both times. I couldn't believe it, and I

my playing partners were stating how the shots were very "pro-like". Once you read TT2, you'll find

the sand shot is finesse shot, not a power shot and the Novosel's prove that fact in their data.

Additionally, a surprise chapter in the book discusses the "force" - a sort of ratio of power in the golf

swing. I won't spoil the read; however, I will tell you that I'm now hitting my driver longer Imuch

longer) and straighter without any changes in my swing mechanics. I do believe that one should

work on swing mechanics as it will make your swing more efficient, but I will also add that swinging



at the correct tempo, will fix a lot of your mechanics. Once you learn to swing to the short game

tempo beats, you'll chip and putt the ball with ease.Tour Tempo is one the single biggest

discoveries for my golf game. Your game will improve overnight. TT@ is an easy read, just like the

first book, and I highly recommend it to any golfer - especially for the one who's struggling to find

consistency in his or her game. Gotta have this information in your arsenal. A no-brainer.Michael

Smith
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